MILPA AGRICULTURE, A PRIMITIVE TROPICAL
SYSTEM.
By 0. F. COOK.

[With 15 plates.]

It is usual to write of the Tropics as a world of teeming, inexhaus
tible fertility, a rich storehouse of food and raw materials waiting
only to be drawn upon to support the ever-growing populations and
industries of temperate regions. The reality is very far from this
traditional idea. Tropical lands in general are neither more fertile
nor more continuously productive than those of temperate regions.
Though tropical temperatures make it possible for plants to grow
for 12 months in the year instead of for the short summer season of
temperate countries, continuous all-year production of foods or other
important crops requires specialized, intensive systems of agriculture,
which as yet have been developed and applied in only a few regions.
the primitive system followed in most tropical countries,
production not only is less continuous than in temperate regions, but
may decline rapidly and even cease altogether. Regions that sup
ported large populations and were the scenes of great activity in
former times are now uncultivated. Primitive civilizations
destroyed
the very basis of their own existence. Nations may pass without
history, and yet leave marks of devastation. Instead of the natural
resources of production being still untouched, most of the tropical
world is far from a virgin state, a fact too often overlooked in
tropical
undertakings. The woody vegetation of many tropical regions is
"bush," or secondary growth, instead of original virgin forest. Very
old bush approximates the original forest, but it is possible to dis
tinguish many stages of reforestation and to estimate roughly the
period that has elapsed since the land was used for agricultural pur
poses whether decades or centuries ago.'
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NATURE OF THE MILPA SYSTEM.

The milpa system of agriculture is characterized by the planting
of crops in temporary clearings. Instead of keeping the same land
under cultivation, new clearings are cut and burned for planting,
while clearings of previous years are abandoned to the wild vegeta
tion. Doubtless the utter simplicity of the system has tended to keep
it from being recognized or studied as a factor of tropical life,
though of world-wide distribution. The upland cultivation of rice
among the primitive tribes of tropical Asia and Africa follows the
same methods as cultivation of maize in the New World Tropics.
Specialized, permanent systems of terrace agriculture were developed
for the culture of maize in ancient Peru and in Central America,
and similar systems of terracing are used for water cultivation of
rice and other aquatic crops in eastern Asia, but in both hemis
pheres the more advanced nations are surrounded by primitive
neighbors who have continued to use the milpa system.
How little attention has been given to the relations of agriculture
and tropical vegetation may be inferred from the fact that English
and other European languages have had no recognized names for
this primitive system of crop production which is general in hot
countries, although such a term is necessary for the simplest purposes
of definition and discussion. Milpa agriculture would be a con
venient designation, the native word "milpa" having been adopted by
the Spanish-speaking people of Central America in the sense of a
maize field, or a clearing in the forest, cut and burned for planting
maize. As an Aztec word, milpa is derived in Robelo's Diccionario
de Aztequismos from "milli," a planting, and "pa," in, with the
remark: "Now applied only to plantings of maize." The vocabulary
of Brinton's Maya Chronicles includes a verb "mulba," "to congre
gate, to come together," the possible connection being that all the
people of a community usually work together in cutting and
especially in planting a milpa. "Planting-bees," as we would say, are
a regular part of the system.2
Milpa agriculture appears well adapted to the needs of very primi
tive peoples, since only a minimum of labor and equipment is re
quired. The ax or the cutlass is the only tool that is necessary.
Tribes who did not have effective cutting implements felled or
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girdled the trees by building fires around them. According to
Du Pratz the Indians of Louisiana cut away the charcoal with their
stone axes to hasten the action of fire in burning through the tree
trunks. The method of clearing land among the Tarahumare In
dians, a primitive tribe living in the mountains of northwestern
Mexico, is described as follows:
On a level place in the forest where the humus is rich and generally near
some stream, the Indian will take away a strip of bark 2 to 3 feet broad from
the trunks of all the pine trees over a tract of a few or perhaps 20 acres or
more. Then, after two or three years, the pines are, of course, completely
dried up. They are now cut down and during the driest season when there,
perhaps, has not been any rain for 9 to 10 months, the whole mass of trunks
and broken branches are set on fire and burned to ashes. Some of the trees
that stand nearest to this giant fire are, of course, destroyed, but no forest
fires arise.
Though the cutting and burning of a tract of tangled tropical
forest is hard work, even with steel tools, other forms of agricultural
labor are avoided by the milpa system. If a "good burn" is se
cured the soil is left clean and in excellent condition. Plowing,
hoeing, and weeding are unnecessary. Planting still is done in Cen
tral America with a charred stick. Some of the Indians of Guate
mala consider it unlucky even to walk through a corn field while the
plants are growing. The ears are gathered as needed, and the stalks
left standing in the field.
In typical milpa agriculture no labor is given to the working of
the soil, either before or after planting. The crop simply is planted
and allowed to grow. In some regions the system is varied by pull
ing or hoeing out weeds. The land also may be cleared once or twice
with hoes or cutlasses for planting a second or a third crop before
the field is abandoned to the growth of "bush." in West Africa
new forest clearings are planted with rice. This ripens in a few
weeks and is followed by cassava, which grows through the next
season. In the so-called "jum" cultivation of Assam, forest clear
ings are said to be planted for two years and then abandoned for
eight or nine years, while the jungle grows again. Even European
settlers in the Tropics usually follow the native method of clearing
the land by cutting and burning, in spite of the fact that large
amounts of valuable leaf litter and humus may be destroyed. (Pl.
1, fig. 1; pl. 2. fig. 2.)
EFFECTS OF REPEATED CLEARING.
The rapid renewal of the jungle in forest clearings gives a vivid
impression of exuberance that many travelers and archeologists
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have remarked, while few have taken account of the milpa system.
Repeated burning of the forest for agricultural purposes produces
an effect entirely different from the clearing for purposes of study
of a group of forest-covered ruins, like those of Palenque. The
woody growth is restored less rapidly after each agricultural clear
ing, and a state of complete denudation and exhaustion of the soil
may be reached if the burnings continue. A region that has been
exploited thoroughly by the milpa system may require many decades,
and even centuries, before the fertility of the soil is fully restored.
In a virgin-forest clearing the wild vegetation may begin to re
assert itself even in advance of the maturity of the crop. Sprouts
may come up from the stumps or from plants with underground
rootstocks that are not killed by the fire and rank weeds appear.
With a moist climate and a rich soil the growth of woody plants
may be sufficient in a few months to permit the same land to be
burned and planted again in the second or third year, but this is
true only of clearings in old or virgin forest. A longer period of
renewal is required after the second burning, before there is enough
"bush" to burn again, and the interval lengthens gradually to the
fifth, seventh, or tenth year, depending upon the soil and other local
conditions, but also very largely upon the length of time that the
district has been occupied since the original forest growth was de
stroyed.
That the "bush" takes longer to renew itself after each successive
cutting and burning means, of course, that the soil is becoming less
fertile. The genuine forest growth gives place to other plants that
are adapted to the more open and exposed conditions of the burnt
over lands, and eventually some of the large perennial grasses become
established. Though grass burns readily in the dry season, the roots
and rootstocks are not injured and continue to occupy the soil to the
exclusion of other plants. The method of cutting and burning serves
to clear land of woody vegetation, but becomes ineffective when the
land is occupied with grasses that resist fire. Accumulations of dry
grass make fires hot enough to destroy seedlings of other plants, or
even to kill large trees when the heat is carried by wind.
The self-limiting character of milpa agriculture does not result
solely from burning the clearings that have been cut for planting,
but also from the fire spreading to neighboring bush or grass lands.
Where only 5 or 10 acres have been cut 100 or 1,000 acres may be
burned over. The Tarahumare Indians, of northwestern Mexico,
according to Hartmann, keep up a custom of burning off all the grass
during the dry season from April to June in the belief that the smoke
clouds produce rain, "wherefore it becomes almost impossible to
travel in the mountains during that time of the year, there being no
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pasture to be found for the saddle and pack animals. Fires are seen
continually burning day and night all over the mountains up to the
highest crest, leaving the stony ground blackened and barren, but the
forests stand green."
With fires sweeping over the country at intervals of a year or two,
the grasslands not only are maintained but may even encroach upon
adjacent tracts of woody vegetation from the windward side. The
wider the area of grasslands the more they tend to increase through
the agency of fire, until the whole district is denuded, or forests re
main only in places that are inaccessible to fire because grass does
not grow, as on rocks, loose sand, or flooded areas along the streams.
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period of agricultural occupation is at an end. Thus the milpa sys
tem carries with it the agency of its own destruction in producing the
grasslands that are not amenable to the kind of cultivation that the
system provides, and the process tends to accelerate as the limit is
approached. As long as a district is occupied by an agricultural
population using the milpa system the danger of fire remains.
The regular use of grasslands for agricultural purposes is confined
to temperate regions and to high altitudes in the Tropics. Plowing or
some equivalent operation must be performed in order to uproot,
bury, or otherwise destroy the grasses before crops can be planted.
But plows and harrows are worked with draft animals, which primi
tive tribes do not have.
Grasslands are subdued by hand labor in a few overpopulated
tropical regions. A nearly continuous cultivation is maintained in
some of the mountain districts of Haiti where grass and weeds are
dug out with cutlasses. The result is a more rapid and complete
denudation of the land, and a restricted production of food must be
expected if better systems are not introduced. Another result is
heavier floods and land slides that destroy agricultural lands in the
lower valleys. (Pl. 13, fig. 2.)
A more primitive and yet distinctly specialized system of cultiva
tion of grasslands is reported by Chalmers and Gill among the
natives of southeastern New Guinea.
The plantations are well cared for. We came upon a number of men in the
hush preparing the soil for planting. The long grass had been burnt off. Now,
for the digging up of the hard ground. Several men stood in a row, each pro
vided with a sharp-pointed strong stake. These are driven into the soil in
unison; in another second the hard clods are flying upward all along the line,
reminding one of the perfect regularity with which a man-of-war's crew dig
into the water. These men went on with their employment without paying the
slightest heed to us strangers.'
4Chalmers, J., and Gill, w.

w.,

1885, Work and Adventure in New Guinea, p. 295.

MIGRATION TO NEW LANDS.

The nearest approaches to plowing by native methods in America
were made in Peru and in Central America, but in both regions
tillage agriculture appears to have been confined to the high plateaus,
and is not known to have extended to the tropical lowlands. Most
of the natives of America had not advanced beyond the milpa stage.
Except in Peru, the agricultural Indians of America had no beasts
of burden, and even the llama was not used as a draft animal to
assist in the cultivation of the land. The permanent terrace agri
culture of the maize belt of Peru and the still more laborious turf
land cultivation of the high-altitude potato belt are examples of
specialized systems that replaced milpa agriculture in limited areas.
Tillage and the use of fertilizers were regularly practiced in Peru,
as well as the reclamation of arid valleys by irrigation through long
canals very difficult to construct in precipitous mountain valleys.
Large areas of permanently productive artificial lands were made by
terracing, flung, and covering the surface with a thick layer of
fertile soil. The terrace system was applied both to steep slopes and
to the bottoms of the valleys, with the stream beds straightened, nar
rowed, and walled in.
Instead of improving their methods and making their agriculture
more intensive by tillage, cultivation, guano, irrigation, and terrac
ing, as practiced in ancient Peru, the Indians of Central America
used the milpa system more extensively, and this plan is still followed.
People who have exhausted neighboring lands go farther out until
they find good soil for milpas, sometimes 50 miles or more from their
ancestral villages, and carry the crops home on their backs. More
traveling is done instead of more farm labor, and the people are
inured to the carrying of heavy loads, in which they show remarkable
strength and endurance. To bring in the harvest from the distant
milpa may require several trips by the whole family. Forty man
loads of maize were considered as a normal supply for a family,
according to Bishop Landa, who wrote of the Mayas of Yucatan
about 1566. The mecapal, a woven band or strip of leather across
the forehead to support the load on the back, is a characteristic
feature of this long-distance milpa agriculture. Even a young child
wears his little mecapal and carries a small bag of corn.
Although agriculture is always considered a settled existence, in
comparison with hunting or pastoral life, milpa agriculture is in a
sense nomadic, from the need of moving about in order to find lands
suitable for planting. Like wandering shepherds, the same tribe
might come back after decades or centuries to reoccupy a region that
their forefathers had deforested and abandoned. Thus a succession
of agricultural occupations is indicated in some districts in Central

America, corresponding to the native traditions of tribal wander
ings for many centuries before the arrival of Europeans. Though
the dated inscriptions that archeologists have deciphered on the
statues and monuments of Central America go back only a little be
yond the Christian era, the Mayas had an exact system of chronology
with a starting point about 4,500 years before the Spanish conquest.
LIMITS OF POPULATION UNDER THE MILPA SYSTEM.

Only a small, scattered population can secure permanent support
from the milpa system of agriculture. As any particular piece of
land can be expected to produce crops of corn only at intervals of
several years, each family requires a large acreage. Among the coffee
planters of eastern Guatemala, in a forested mountain country with
many fertile valleys, the carrying capacity of the land for Indian
laborers is estimated on the basis of 100 to 200 acres per family. In
a partially denuded or improverished country even five hundred or a
thousand acres per family might be required for a permanent food
supply.
The natives of West Africa always prefer to cut the "big bush,"
knowing that the forest soil is more fertile. "Young bush" is cut
when older growth is not accessible. The zone of grass-covered "old
fields" around an African village is continually widened, and when
there is no more forest within reach the village is moved to an un
occupied district, if such can be found. The grassy "fields" persist
long after the other signs of human habitation have disappeared.
The same preference for the new clearings in old forest is found
among the natives of lowland districts in Central America, but in
the mountains of eastern Guatemala the first crop of maize after an
old forest has been cut may not be as large as the next crop on the
same land, when it is cleared again after the first period of secondary
growth. In the rainy climate of the mountain districts it may not be
easy to get a "good burn" sufficient to kill the tree roots and clear
ground thoroughly. In some seasons the brush remains too wet to
burn and then there is danger of famine. Not to lose a possible
chance that dry weather may come late in the season the Indians
plant their milpas and burn them afterward, if possible. In moist
ground the seeds or young seedlings are not killed by the fire sweep
ing over them, but usually only a partial crop is secured by this ex
pedient, even where the maize is cared for by weeding and cutting
out the tree sprouts. In wet years the coffee planters find it neces
sary to import maize from New Orleans to feed the native popula
tion, though the Indians still suffer because the tortillas made from
the foreign grain are bitter and unwholesome, quite different from
the excellent native product.

Such years of famine would tend naturally to keep a primitive
people from occupying a very humid district unless driven by pres
sure of population or other necessity, or unless there were a system of
storehouses for feeding the people in famine years, as in ancient
Peru. The chief danger in Peru was from unseasonable frosts in the
high altitudes, but at ordinary elevations either too much rain or too
little would represent a limiting factor, tending to destroy or drive
out a primitive people that had ventured beyond the margin of a
safe existence or depleted the resources of its native district.
If the population remains in a district after all the lands have
been cut over, resort must be had to repeated clearing of the same
lands as soon as the " bush" is large enough to burn, without waiting
for trees to grow and new soil to be formed. And since the forest
growth and the fertility of the soil are renewed more slowly after
each burning, the adverse effects tend to be multiplied. Once the bal
ance is upset, so that the natural agencies for renewal of the soil do
not have time to work, milpa agriculture becomes an actively de
structive system. How often the land may be cleared, or how many
times the woody growth will renew itself, must be determined by the
local conditions of soil and climate, but a definite limit is reached
when the woody vegetation ceases to grow and the land becomes oc
cupied by grasses. The larger the population the more complete
and extensive is the agricultural catastrophe which must ensue
when a people who depend entirely upon the milpa system have ex
hausted their resources of production.
CENTERS OF POPULATION.

Primitive tropical peoples may live either in villages or large
communal houses or the families may be widely scattered over the
land. Even among the Maya peoples of Central America there were
tribes like the Kekchis of eastern Guatemala who seem originally to
have had no villages until assembled by the Spanish missionaries
for religious control and instruction. The fact that all the so-called
"Old Empire" cities of the Mayas in Central America have been found
buried in deep forests shows what the country was like before it was
occupied by the builders of the ruins. But wide areas of the Maya
country must have been cleared when there were people to build
such cities.
The more centralized a population becomes the more definite and
obvious are the effects of its agricultural activities. The lands im
mediately surrounding large Indian towns in Central America at
the present time are not merely deforested after the manner of clear
ings for milpas, but are completely denuded, in order to furnish fuel
for the towns. Firewood and charcoal for many of the towns are

carried on the backs of men for 2 or 3 leagues, and sometimes for
much greater distances. Lands suitable for farming have to be
sought much farther away, often at a range of 20 or 30 miles. In
dians from San Pedro Carcha near Coban may plant milpas in the
district between Senahu and Cajabon
and carry corn home on their
backs, 50 or GO miles.
The tendency is, of course, for people who raise their crops too
many miles from the home settlement to spend more time at their
milpas and carry back less of their corn. Thus an old center is
likely to lose its population gradually after the circle of exhausted
land becomes too wide, or the people may migrate together to a new
district. Native villages in West Africa usually occupy the same
site for only a decade or two. With nothing in the way of permanent
buildings or other improvements to interfere, a new location is sought
as soon as all the forest has been cut within a convenient radius of
2 or 3 miles. Much larger areas of denudation were formed no
doubt, by people who advanced further in civilization and made
permanent investments of labor in the building of stone houses,
temples, and monuments, as in Central America. But considering
that there were no beasts of burden in Central America, and very
little in the way of navigable rivers, so that transportation was
limited to human carriers, centers of population could hardly have
been maintained from lands that were more than 20 or 30 miles
away. Some families might go farther out to "make milpas" and
carry in their corn, so as to live in town for a part of the time, but
large centers would be impracticable on a basis of milpa agriculture
and man-back transportation.
In other parts of the world where beasts of burden were used, boats
on rivers, or ships on the sea, supplies could be drawn from greater
distances, hundreds of miles, if necessary, so that larger and more
permanent centers of population could be supported, like the ancient
cities of the Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. Agri
cultural decay and reduced production at home were made good tem
porarily by extending the range of commerce, but with ever-increas
ing difficulty and eventually disaster.
The general tendency of civilization is to develop large centers of
population without corresponding improvement of food supplies, so
that practical limits are reached. Urban ideas and interests are
dominant, industrial and commercial activities are preferred, and
agriculture remains in the background. As more people are drawn
into cities, supplies have to be brought from greater distances, requir
ing more labor and more complex and delicate economic adjustments.
With the arts of transportation still more improved, our modern
centers of industrial activity have the entire world in tribute and are

dependent upon the agriculture of people who live thousands of miles
away, on other sides of the globe. Facilities of communication make
the agricultural problem universal, though production still is limited
by the same factors as in primitive times. Forests and soils continue
to be depleted. Production is not maintained indefinitely on the
same lands, but new regions are opened and exploited. Our agri
culture must still be described as predatory and temporary, rather
than as constructive and permanent. Unnecessary transportation
wastes labor and other productive resources in civilized countries no
less than among the primitive people who find themselves compelled
to move to new lands when old locations become denuded and grass
grown.
The removal of population from a denuded district might be
gradual, or there might be a general withdrawal to a new settlement
in the midst of fertile lands and with an abundance of fuel close at
hand. Thus it is not difficult to understand that a center of popula
tion in one period might a little later be completely abandoned and
allowed to grow up again to forests. The Indians of Central
America are extremely conservative, stationary people, who would
resist any change as long as possible, but once such a movement had
definitely begun the tendency would be for the whole population to
go, so as to maintain a strong community. From this point of view
the traditions of prehistoric migrations and colonization of new dis
tricts do not seem strange or unreasonable.
In recent centuries, during the period of exploitation by Europeans,
the normal relations between the native system of agriculture and its
environment have been altered in many ways. Populations have
often been restricted, reduced, or compelled to move by wars, political
disturbances, or economic changes, and the agricultural systems of
many districts have been altered profoundly by the introduction of
beasts of burden and grazing animals. Grass lands that were useless
before became available as pastures. (See pl. 13, fig. 1.) In some
districts grazing may reduce fires and thus assist reforestation, but in
the tablelands of Guatemala the danger of erosion seems to have been
increased by close grazing. (See pl. 12.)
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST THE SPREAD OF FIRES.

Primitive peoples would hardly be aware of the limitations of the
milpa system or make conscious efforts to maintain a balance with
the natural conditions to insure a food supply for future generations.
Within its own sphere of influence each family chooses annually the
most promising place for its cornfield, with little or no regard to the
outlook for subsequent years. To foresee the ultimate effects of this
policy from the standpoint of the community and enforce measures

of protection implies a rather advanced state of social organization,
something that might correspond to the colonizing policy of the
Incas of Peru, in withdrawing people from congested districts and
sending them to unoccupied regions.
A precaution observed at the present day by some of the Indians
of eastern Guatemala may have been practiced more widely in
ancient times. In passing through the district between Cajabon and
Lanquin, in the valley of the Cajabon River, in May, 1914, when
farm-burning operations were in progress, it was noticed that a
method of fire protection had been applied. Many of the clearings
were surrounded by barriers made by removing all the branches and
dry leaves from the ground along a strip 2 or 3 rods wide, which
serves to stop the fire at the border of the clearing instead of allow
ing it to sweep over the neighboring lands.
The use of this expedient by the ancient Mayas would have enabled
them to lengthen the period of agricultural occupation beyond what
might have been possible under the simplest forms of milpa agricul
ture. According to Morley, who has deciphered the date signs on
many of the ancient monuments, the period of occupation of some
of the Maya cities appears to have extended over nearly four cen
turies, though others seem to have been inhabited for only a few de
cades. The nature of the soil is, of course, a primary factor in de
termining how long the laud can be cultivated by any system of
agriculture, but the making of fire-stops around the clearings of each
year undoubtedly would conserve the fertility of the country and
enable it to support a larger population for a longer period.
That other expedients may have been used by the ancient Mayas is
hardly to be denied in the present state of knowledge. Several
rather specialized systems of agriculture were developed in the
neighboring mountains and plateau regions, where languages of the
Maya stock are still spoken. Different forms of ancient agricul
tural terraces are found in several districts in Guatemala and south
ern Mexico, none as carefully constructed as those of Peru, but
sometimes covering large areas, as in the region of Comitan and
Ocosingo in southern Mexico. Terraces, with retaining walls of
rather rude stonework, are found in many of the mountain valleys
in eastern Guatemala, usually at altitudes of 2,000 to 3,000 feet, but
some of them as low as 700 feet. In the eastern valleys of Peru
most of the terraces are at altitudes between 12,000 and 6,000 feet,
with little or no terracing below 5,000 feet.
Though the agricultural period might be lengthened for several
generations by using the fire-stops, the natural limitations of the
milpa system would be reached eventually. Population would need
to be restricted as well as fires if a permanent balance were to be

maintained. More people would mean greater pressure for frequent
clearing and planting of the land. Areas that became too grassy for
cultivation would be considered worthless, and probably would not
be protected against the fire. There would be a gradual extension of
the grass-covered areas and a corresponding reduction of the lands
that could be cleared and planted. Even cultivated lands and slopes
that have been improved by a regular system of terracing are invaded
by a coarse bunch grass (Epicampes) in the high plateaus of Gua
temala (pl. 15, fig. 2.)
PERIODS OF REFORESTATION.
After a district has been abandoned so that the woody vegetation
is allowed to grow and grass fires become less frequent, there is a
gradual return to forest conditions, though the advance of the woody
vegetation into a grass-covered area is a slow process and subject to
frequent setbacks as long as people remain to start fires. But even
the recurrence of fires may not keep the forest from making slow,
gradual gains at the expense of the grasses. Some kinds of trees
have thick, nonconducting, slow-burning bark or other protection
against fire, and are able to compete with the grass and finally to
overcome it. The fires kill most of the young trees, but a few sur
vive, with accidental protection of stones or ant hills. The grass is
thinner around the trees and the fires gradually become less de
structive. Finally, when there are enough trees to shade out the
grass, genuine forest conditions are reestablished (pl. 14, fig. 2).
In many parts of Central America it is difficult to find any
primeval forests or any that are old enough to represent the original
condition before clearing began. The forests that are found in
swamps, deserts, and rocky, precipitous places, too rough for clear
ing and planting by the native methods, may represent the only
original growth. Even places that are difficult of access may be
drawn upon for supplies of firewood or for making charcoal. That
there are any large areas of truly virgin forest growth in Central
America has still to be shown. Even in the rainiest districts of the
eastern lowlands of Costa Rica the clearing of heavy forests for
banana plantations has resulted in the discovery of abundant pre
historic remains.
During the long era of prehistoric development of agriculture and
civilization in tropical America many periods of agricultural occu
pation may have alternated with periods of abandonment and re
forestation, which would account for the presence of different kinds
of ancient pottery arid stonework in the same districts. (Pl. 9, fig. 1;
pl. 10, fig. 1.) Though the modern Indians of eastern Guatemala are
much afraid of caves, the ancient inhabitants used them generally as

burial places, if not as dwellings, and even constructed artificial caves
or tumuli. Excavation of an artificial mound of earth on the Sepacuite
coffee estate in a heavily forested district between Senahu and Caj a
bon revealed a core of rude stonework, roofed with large rocks. (Pl. 8,
fig. 1.) This form of construction is entirely different from other
ancient walls in the same district, which are made of thin, fiat stones,
not shaped artificially, though carefully laid together. The present
Indians refuse to credit the idea that the walls were built by ancient
inhabitants of the country and ask, "Where could anybody find so
" Their belief is that these ancient buildings,
many fiat stones?
now buried deep in the forest were the original habitations of man
kind, prepared in advance by the Creator, "When man was born,
when daylight broke over the earth."
The time needed to complete the process of reforestation in a
district that has been denuded must depend, as in denudation, very
largely upon the local conditions of climate, soil, and topography.
Several decades are required for the growth and production of seed
by the pioneer individuals, the pines, oaks, or other fire-resistant
types, the first invaders of the grasslands, and other decades for
the more abundant trees that must develop before the growth be
comes dense enough to exterminate the grass and permit the succes
sion of genuine forest types to begin. Many kinds of trees that are
abundant in the new forests, such as Cecropia, Castilla, Heliocarpus,
Ochroma, and Attalea, are only vanguard species and gradually give
place to the more permanent types of slow-growing hardwood trees.
Still more time is required for the flora of the undergrowth and
the fauna of the humus layer of the soil to be fully restored after
the necessary forest conditions have been established.
By taking account of the succession of types of trees and other
biological features it is. possible to recognize the stage of develop
ment that any particular woodland may have reached, or even to
gain an idea of the approximate age of a forest. From the open
grasslands to the dense tropical forest, with its slow-growing hard
wood trees, is obviously a long sequence of biological events. A
hundred years would be entirely insufficient, and 200 probably not
enough, under the most favorable conditions. Even after 5 or 10
centuries the effects of previous denudations might still be trace
able by sufficient study of a forest and what it contains.
MAIZE PLANTINGS IN UNCUT BUSH.

Another modification of the milpa system that avoids or defers
the danger of grass invasion is applicable to districts that have a
long dry season. It was observed in northwestern Guatemala, in the
district of Nenton, Department of Huehuetenango, in May, 1906, and

seems likely to have been used more generally in former times, when
steel tools were not available.
Advantage is taken of the fact that bush lands can be burned over,
even without cutting, if the vegetation becomes sufficiently dry at
the end of the hot season. The dead bushes and small trees that
remain standing do not interfere with planting, nor with the growth
of the crop. With the first rains that moisten the surface soil, the
maize plants shoot up rapidly and are well grown before the sur
viving trees or bushes are able to put out leaves or new sprouts from
the roots. As the woody vegetation is dormant at the end of the
dry season, the roots are not likely to be killed and the new sprouts
that are sent up during the rainy season are sufficient to shade the
ground and exclude the dangerous grasses.
The hot valleys and parched lowlands where the uncut bush gets
dry enough to burn are not places that would be considered very
desirable for human habitation, but to avoid the labor of bush
cutting would be a very important consideration with primitive peo
ple. Probably the same system would be applicable in Yucatan, and
a passage in Norman's Rambles in Yucatan states that burning was
"the only preparation that the soil received prior to sowing it."
This related to the country between Merida and Campechy, which
Norman visited in April, 1842.
Though planting in uncut bush is even simpler and easier than
the regular inilpa agriculture, it may not be more primitive, since
the method would not be applicable to orginal forests, but only to
secondary growth. It may be significant in this connection that the
southern cities of the Mayas in Honduras and Guatemala, in the
regions of heavier forests, were older than the cities of Yucatan.
ARTIFICIAL GRASSLANDS AND DESERTS.

That the agricultural operations of primitive man may change com
pletely the character of the wild vegetation and turn a dense tropical
forest into an open grassland or a desert is a fact not yet appreciated
adequately by students either of plant life or of human progress
toward civilization. The biological considerations indicate that in
its primal, prehuman condition the tropical and subtropical world
had a general forest covering, and that tropical grasslands are essen
tially artificial.
Grasses do not exist naturally in lowland tropical forests, being
intolerant of shade and unable to compete successfully with the woody
vegetation. Apart from special local conditions of salty soil, peri
odic floods, or fires that in some regions are kindled rather frequently
by lightning, there is nothing to keep the woody vegetation from in
vading and becoming established in any region where the rainfall is

sufficient for grasses. Trees, shrubs, and many perennial plants have
deeper roots than the grasses and are more resistant under desert conditions. Many regions too dry for grasses support a growth of
"scrub" or open forest. With the menace of fire removed and with
time enough, the forest always becomes dominant and
eventually
drives out the grasses entirely, except from very rocky or broken
country. The small annual grasses that spring up in the short rainy
season of deserts are not to be confused with the perennial
grasses of
more humid regions.
PASTORAL PERIODS SECONDARY.
In view of the biological limitations of the grassland type of vege
tation, wide areas of open country in tropical and subtropical regions
should be considered as generally resulting from previous agricul
tural occupation. In the Old World as well as in the New,
agricul
tural activity traces back to the prehistoric period, as shown
by the
wide distribution of agricultural terraces and megalithic stonework
from the Malay region and southern Arabia to the British Isles.
Pastoral Semites overran decaying oriental civilizations in early
times, much as Rome was submerged in later centuries by the northern
barbarians.
All through the history of China we meet with the same old tale, such as the
experiences of Egypt, Syria, and Persia have made familiar, of a never-ending
conflict between the desert and the sown. * * * China is the tilled land, the
home of a settled agricultural and commercial people, with farms and villages
and market towns, rich with cornfields, orchards, rice fields, planted with sugar
cane, cotton, and mulberry, whose rivers and roads swarm with traffic and the
busy competition of peaceful Industry and trade. But all through their long
history this people has been engaged with varying fortune in an unending strug
gle with the wandering, pastoral tribes beyond the borders of cultivation;
* * *" These people gather as the clouds
gather and burst as the clouds break
In rain, but they have no enduring form or substance. From first to last they
are combinations of the same wild, elemental, lawless, tent-dwelling wanderers,
strong with the animal strength of a free, open-air life, who follow their flocks
and herds wherever the grass is sweet and the water sufficient, but never settle
down in fixed habitations anywhere to learn habits of industry * * *
In the opening chapters of the Dawn of History, Myers also has
gone further than most historians in recognizing that higher types
of agriculture or of civilization are not likely to have been developed
by pastoral peoples, but does not consider that the pastoral state may
be a secondary development, consequent upon the formation of grass
lands and the domestication of animals in earlier agricultural periods.
Many of the regions that have been given over to the nomads in
historic times are known to have been the seats of former agricultural
5Clennell, W. J., 1917, The Historical Development of Religion In China, pp. 161-163.

populations. The rich, luxuriant grasslands of the Russian steppes,
the prairies of our Western States, the South American pampas,
and the open country of tropical Africa probably do not represent
original conditions.6
It seems more likely that the first domestication of animals was
accomplished by settled agricultural people like the Peruvians or the
ancient Egyptians and Chaldeans of the Old World than that
wandering herdsmen should have begun the cultivation of plants.
Pastoral habits have been adopted in recent centuries by tribes of
Indians both in North and in South America, using domesticated
animals brought by settlers from Europe. Among our western
Indians horses, cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, and chickens have been
adopted before taking up the culture of wheat or other European
plants, the reason being no doubt that crops require more labor
than the herding of animals. In the highlands of Guatemala, as
among the Navahos of New Mexico, many thousands of sheep are
kept by the Indians, and wool is spun and woven by primitive native
methods that were applied in former times to cotton. With horses
to ride some tribes that had lived previously by agriculture adopted a
still more nomadic existence, following the buffalo
herds.
Before the arrival of Europeans animal husbandry was prac
ticed in America only in the southern Andes, by the people who had
the most specialized and intensive systems of irrigation and terrace
agriculture, as well as the largest series of cultivated plants.
(Pl. 7, fig. 1.) The Peruvian agriculture covered the entire range
of production from tropical eastern valleys to the upper limits of
potatoes and other Andean crops, which are grown in some valleys at
altitudes of more than 14,000 feet. But still higher slopes and
plateau districts are denuded and grass grown, and there the flocks
of llamas and alpacas are tended and sheared, like sheep and long-haired
goats in Mediterranean countries, with the male llamas
also
as beasts of burden, like camels or donkeys.
serving
In thus combining animal industry with irrigation and terrace
farming the agriculture of the ancient Peruvians was closely parallel
to that of the early dynastic period of Egypt, and to the system in
troduced by the Sumerians into the Persian Gulf region. In America
many stages of development can be traced, leading up to the Peru
vian agriculture, whereas in the ancient seats of Old World civiliza
tion agriculture appears abruptly, with no provenience recognized.
If Egypt and Chaldea represent the, beginnings, as usually sup
posed, agriculture in the Old World would seem to have reached
all at once the highest, most specialized stage of development, with6Busse, W., 1908, Die Periodischen Grasbraende ho Tropischen Afrika, ihr Einfluss auf
die Vegetation und ihre Bedeutung fuer die Landeskultur, Mitthl. aus den Deutschen
Schutzgebieten, 21 : 2.

out passing through the stages represented by the more primitive
agricultural civilizations of tropical America.
But the effects of agriculture can be considered apart from the
question of origin. Budge, Breasted, and other archeologists now
recognize that originally the Nile Valley, with its annual floods, was
a succession of well-nigh tropical jungles and swamps, inhabited by
elephants, hippopotami, and crocodiles, and the Valley of the Eu
phrates seems not less likely to have been wooded. Certainly south
ern Arabia and Palestine were not naturally treeless, nor other coun
tries around the Mediterranean. Since the milpa method of cutting
and burning is the only way of clearing woodland for agricultural
purposes among primitive people, it may be supposed to have been
used in western Asia and the Mediterranean region, as in other parts
of the world, until the forests were exterminated. A chronic scarcity
of timber, in Mediterranean countries during the historical period
may be considered as a normal consequence of earlier agricultural
occupation, in the prehistoric age.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY SYSTEMS.
Milpa agriculture as a system stands as in contrast with tillage
agriculture, in which plows or other implements are used to break
the land before planting and crops are cultivated during the period
of growth. From our standpoint of familiarity with tillage methods
the milpa system appears not only temporary but highly destructive
and self-limiting, since the growth of grasses may render the land
useless in a few decades. Even the best land can be used only at
intervals, as long as dependence is placed entirely on fire as a means
of clearing the soil for planting. With milpa agriculture the ques
tion of permanence hinges entirely on whether there are many people
or only a few. Milpa agriculture is a permanent system if the in
tervals between successive clearings of the same land are very long
and the forest has time to restore the soil to its original condition. A
few people can live indefinitely in the same region, but limits are
reached as civilization advances.
The essential inferiority of the milpa system lies not so much in
its lack of permanence, since this would be secured if a proper bal
ance of the population were maintained, but in the fact that the
carrying capacity of any region must remain very small, only a fifth
to a tenth part of the land being planted at the same time, even
with a well-organized milpa system. Tillage methods have made it
possible for the more progressive nations to maintain larger and
more centralized populations and develop higher forms of civiliza
tion. Nevertheless, it is not to be inferred that tillage agriculture
is essentially permanent, or that it is preferable to milpa agriculture

under all circumstances. Only a few regions of exceptional natural
fertility afford illustrations of permanent tillage agriculture, like the
slopes of Vesuvius, the Valley of the Nile, and the plain of Hauran,
east of the Jordan, where a loose volcanic soil has borne rich harvests
of wheat through many centuries.
Little of permanent, constructive improvement of natural condi
tions can be claimed except for the irrigating, terrace-building
nations, and only one nation, the Japanese, has had the wisdom to
maintain its forests, and yet has made great extensions of the area of
cultivated lands which originally must have been very small. Tillage
in most places has to be supplemented by some means of preserving
or increasing the fertility of the soil, as the rice-growing nations of
eastern Asia so well understand. In northern countries the keeping
of domestic animals has contributed enormously to sustain crop pro
duction, but in many tropical countries the methods of temperate
regions are not applicable and new adaptations are required.
Conditions are found in many tropical countries where our methods
of tillage agriculture prove more destructive and less permanent than
the milpa system. On steep slopes or on lands that do not resist
erosion, breaking and stirring the soil may result in serious injury
with the first heavy rain, or gradual surface erosion may leave noth
ing but a sterile subsoil after a few seasons of tillage. Thus it is
possible for lands to be destroyed or seriously injured by wrong ap
plications of tillage systems even more rapidly than by milpa agri
culture. It may even be claimed that the milpa system is more per
manent since it can be continued indefinitely if the cuttings and burn
ings are not too frequent, so that grasses do not become established
in place of the woody vegetation.
The newcomer's theory of tropical development is that all of the
difficulties arise from the failure to adopt the northern crops and
methods. The tropical crops are unfamiliar and the lands appear
uncultivated. No plows, harrows, drills, or cultivators are to be
seen, perhaps only a few people, working with clumsy hoes or hack
ing the bushes with long knives, appearing so strange and casual that
any backward condition is likely to be ascribed at once to the out
landish methods. The idea that tillage methods must be established
in order to improve tropical agriculture is so nearly an obsession
with people from northern countries that little consideration has
been given to other possibilities, such as the intensive utilization of
tree crops by methods that would maintain or increase the fertility
of the soil and avoid unnecessary labor.7
That tree crops were not much used by primitive peoples s easy
to understand when the temporary, seminomadic character of the
Possibilities of Intensive Agriculture In Tropical America, Proc. Second Pan-American
Scientific Congress, Vol. III, pp. 573-579 (191-16).

milpa system is taken into account. The tree crops usually do not
become productive for several seasons and require an investment of
labor not likely to be made among tribes who do not have private
property in land, or other assurances of permanent tenure that are
the basis of agriculture in northern countries. The only tropical
tree crop that seems to have been cultivated systematically and on a
large scale in ancient America was cacao. The native plantations
of cacao in Guatemala were compared by an early Spanish writer
to the vines and olive trees of Spain. Cacao was grown as a sub
culture under leguminous trees called "mother of cacao," and the
same method is still applied to cacao and coffee in many tropical
countries (pl. 14, fig. 1). Instead of forming artificial grasslands and
deserts, an ideal for tropical agriculture is to develop artificial for
ests that not only will yield food or other useful products but at the
same time maintain or increase the fertility of the soil.
SUMMARY.
LIMITATIONS OF NATIVE AGRICULTURE IN CENTRAL AMERICA.

Milpa agriculture, the system that is used generally by primitive
peoples in the Tropics, is based on the cutting and burning of new
areas of forest each year, in order to clear the land for maize or other
crops. The milpa system is adapted to sparsely inhabited regions,
with long intervals between burnings, but has definite limitations in
populous districts. If the land is burned over too frequently, not
only the forest trees but all other types of woody vegetation eventu
ally are exterminated. Perennial grasses become established, which
render the land useless for agricultural purposes.
Replacement of all the forests of a tropical region by grasslands
sets a natural limit to a period of agricultural occupation under the
milpa system, because the method of clearing the land by cutting and
burning is not effective against grasses. Every extension of the
grass-covered areas means that more land has become unproductive,
and eventually the food supply becomes restricted. A district that
may have been able for a time to support a large population may be
entirely denuded and completely abandoned as a fire-swept waste of
grasslands. This condition continues until a period of reforestation
has intervened to exterminate the grasses and renew the soil so that
the land can be cleared again by burning and reoccupied by agri
cultural people. Many tropical forests are found to represent not
truly virgin growth, but various stages of reforestation, which re
quire a long period of time.
The limitations of the milpa system and the resulting periodicity
of agricultural populations tends to be more definite in districts oc-

cupied by larger and more advanced communities, because denuda
tion is more extensive and complete. Large Indian towns in Central
America are surrounded by belts of deforested grasslands, and many
districts that were centers of ancient populations are now unin
habited.
Assuming that the ancient people lived under the same conditions,
grew the same crops, and used the same system of agriculture as the
native populations of recent times, it is reasonable to infer that the
consequences of deforestation and denudation were the same in the
past as in the present, and that the same difficulties were encountered
in maintaining the food supplies in populous regions. The ancient
cities and sculptured monuments of Central America show that
relatively large, centralized communities must have existed, and limi
tations of the native system of agriculture may explain why the
ancient centers of population were abandoned.
To recognize the limitations of the primitive systems is not with
out practical bearing, in pointing to the danger of over-balanced
urban activity and congestion without corresponding development
of agriculture. Wider exploitation of natural resources by industrial
nations is made possible by modern facilities of communication, but
the biological limitations of production are to be recognized, as with
the primitive milpa system. Although cultivation is more con
tinuous where tillage methods are used, systems of agriculture that
do not maintain the fertility of the soil are essentially nomadic and
predatory. More permanent agriculture and more rational distribu
tion of populations are problems to be faced. Agriculture is the
root of civilization, and the plant withers if the root decays.

Smithsonian Report, 1919—Cook.

PLATE I.

I. !NDIANS PLANTING CORN IN A MILPA, NOT VERY WELL BURNED. IN
EASTERN GUATEMALA, CAJABON DISTRICT.
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2. INDIAN CARRIERS BETWEEN TACTIC AND SALAMA.
The Indians of this region often go many miles from home to “make” milpas and their crops ar
carried home in back loads,
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1. Remnant of old or virgin forest in the banana belt of eastern
Costa Rica, a region of heavy forests and excessive rainfall, but
formerly inhabited and cultivated, as shown by ancient remains
found very often in the banana plantations.
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2. Young coffee plantation at Sepaculte, Alta Vera Paz, Guate
mala, planted among the stumps and logs after cutting and
burning by the native method of agriculture.
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PLATE 3.
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I. DENSE TROPICAL FOREST ON SUBSTRATUM
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2. TROPICAL FOREST ALONG PoLocHic RIvER, EASTERN GUATEMALA.
Abundance of Attalea palms and silk cotton trees shows that the forest is not very old.
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1. Milpa agriculture In eastern Guatemala, ahowln hillsides reforested with a large cornfield
extending along the upper slopes of the hills m the hackground shove the town of
Cajahon.
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2. Desert vegetation, mostly tree forms of cactus (Cereus and Pereskia) in a denuded region at
El Rancho, eastern Guatemala.
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with forest
1. Milj) of the previous ycar, covered with low growth on alopo in background
above, coffee plantations, and sugar cane below, In enahu coffee district of Alta Vcra Paz,
Guatemala.
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Photo by 0. N. ColIioa aad C. B. Doylo.

2. Site of ruins of Mitla, abowing coctus desert vegetation.
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PLATE 6.
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Coffee plantation near Escuintla, Guatemala, shaded by
largo trees to maintain artiflelal forest
conditions.
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PLATE 7.
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1. Prehistoric agricultural terraces at Ollantaytambo, in southern Peru, showing the most
intensive and specialized development of agriculture, at the other extreme from the milpa
ystem.
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2. RUIn at Mitla overgrown with desert vegetation.
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discovered in clearing the forest
1. PrehIstoric mound near Sepacuite, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala,
for a coffee plantation. A few teeth were found, but no bones, which probably had completely
decayed.
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2. Milpa agriculture near Cajabon, eastern Guatemala, ¼’ith growing maize on the slopes of the
lulls, partially reforested areas below and recently burned inilpas in the foreground at the
right a barrier or fire stop to protect the bush land above and the newly cut milpa on the slope
between the fire stop and the water course.
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PLATE 9.

1. Pottery bowl from a cave in the Senahu district of eastern Guatemala, relic of a previous ou
pation of a region now being reoccupied after a period of reforestation. The bowl measures 9
inches broad and 4 inches high, is of very regular form, and had an orange-yellow glazed or
polished lining, still partially in place.

2. Indian cornfields In the table-lands of Guatemala, among the pyramids of ancient Quich,
onginally faced with smooth stone blocks, which have been removed to build the modern city.
The name Quiche means forest, though no forests are left in this region.

1. Ancient pottery effigy found in recently cleared forest distrIct,
relic of an earlier period of agriculture, Sepacuite, Alta Vera Paz,
eastern Guatemala.
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2. Jagged limestone rocks as substratum of heavy forest growth
in Cajabon District of eastern Guatemala, recently cleared by
burning to plant coffee, with remaining forest in background.
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HILLSIDES ALMOST COMPLETELY DENUDED AT CAJABON IN EASTERN
GUATEMALA, A REGION OF
GROWTH UNDER NATURAL CONDITIONS.
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PLATE II.

PI.ATE 12.
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1. Gently sloping table-lands near Quiche, Guatemala, still partly cultivated but becoming badly
eroded since grazing animals were introduced.

Guatemala, with
2. Erosion of denuded gently sloping uplands formerly cultivated “ear Quiche,
reforestation in the gullies.
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growth, after burning of forest for milpa
1. Luxuriant guinea-grass pastures of spontaneous
agriculture, (onave Island, Haiti, September, 1917.

-

by burning, but the grass and weeds dug out
2. Dry, stony land with too little vegetation to clear
District of Furry,
with cutlasses for a scattering growth of maize, as in the background.
Island of Haiti.
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PLATE 14.
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1. Plantation of cacao in Senahu district, Guatemala, an example of permanent
crop production
•
under artificial forest conditions.

2. Partially reforested grassland, Alta Vera Paz Guatemala, slopes at
ground with open growths of pine, at the left a small gully the right and in the back
shaded by Byrsonima and
other broad-leaved trees.

1. Creek bank, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala showing advanced stage
of reforestation with tropical growth.
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PLATE 15.

2. Terrace system of cultivation in highlands of
western (uatemala, near Quezaltenango, invaded
by bunch grass (Epicampes).
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